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Jersey Boys

“Papa’s in the House”

LATE
NIGHT
DELIVERY!

1 Large Specialty
or up to 5
Topping Pizza

10.30

During
School Year

$

Order Online with Code:
LGANYT

3 Medium, 3
Topping Pizzas

21

$

Order Online with Code:

papajohns.com

3M3T7E

Check us out online for our HOT NEW SPECIALS!

During the rise of the
musical quartet, the Four
Seasons sing “Big Man in
Town,” all about the thirst to
be a somebody — a successful,
hyper-masculine figure who
demands success and respect.
“Oh, I’m going to make
it — just wait and see,” the
band members — Tommy
DeVito, Frankie Valli, Nick
Massi and Bob Gaudio —
sing harmoniously.
The journey of the Four
Seasons is a compelling one,
which explains the success
of the Broadway musical
and the sure success of the
movie.
The solid emotional story is
compelling enough to where
audiences will be solidly entertained for the duration.

The Fault in Our Stars

“The world is not a wishgranting factory.”
A memorable line from
“The Fault in Our Stars”
about the cruelty of cancer
can be applied more broadly
to the long-awaited film
adaptation of John Green’s
best-selling novel.
The book was great: witty,
original, tear inducing, sappy
but not quite corny, highly
quotable. We wanted the
movie to be great. The movie
was good.
“The Fault in Our Stars,”
a tale of two teenage cancer
patients and their starcrossed romance, remains
true to Green’s novel. Much
of the script is made up of
quotes taken directly from
Green’s text.

Compiled by Sarah Vassello, Tess Boyle,
Dixon Ferrell, Drew Goins and
Stephanie Zimmerman

Hundred Waters

moe.

The Moon Rang Like a Bell
is thoughtful and calculative.
It is full of complex rhythms
and abstract harmonies and
it pushes the boundaries of
the use of electronic sound in
popular music.
The electronic instruments
blend seamlessly with traditional instruments. The band
experiments with a variety of
electronic, melodic and harmonic effects. For example, in
“Out Alee,” Hundred Waters
uses pentatonic scales to give
the song a more exotic feel.
The band did a good job
with its sophomore album
maintaining the characteristic
Hundred Waters sound while
exploring new musical ideas.

moe., approaching its 25th
year together, is a reliable pillar in the jam band arena, and
its recent album No Guts, No
Glory, reflects the dependable
nature of its music.
Originally said to be
acoustic, the album is placed
on a rootsy foundation and
bent in a progressive rock
direction toward the moe.
that has stood the test of time.

The Moon Rang Like a Bell

No Guts, No Glory

Black Keys

919-929-0246

Turn Blue

UNC Campus • Carrboro
412 E. Main Carrboro
After the tremendous success of their last few albums,
the Black Keys managed to
produce yet another excellent record.
Influences from classic
rock, gospel, blues, funk and
more can be heard on the
band’s latest album.
But despite the variety
of influences and subtle
tributes to bands like Pink
Floyd, the Black Keys really
don’t sound like anyone else.
With Turn Blue, the Black
Keys did something that
many popular bands fail
to do in their later albums,
which is maintain their
unique sound and style
without becoming stale.

EARLY WEEK
LARGE PICK
ME UP
3-TOPPING
PIZZA $ 99

$

10

Godzilla

“Godzilla” has all of the elements to make it a great monster movie — earth-shattering
roars and explosions, an epic
fight to the death between
skyscraper-sized behemoths
that destroy cities around
the world in their wake,
and humankind left dumbfounded and defenseless by
creatures that they helped to
create.
Despite the excellent
effects, sounds and sense of
magnitude viewers got from
the movie, the plot was rather
generic.
Regardless, people don’t
go see a monster movie for
its sophisticated plot line,
and we think that this movie
definitely serves its purpose
in the chain of Godzilla
films.

99
PLUS TAX

1099

Delivery charge may apply. Additional charge for Deep Dish.

7

108

PLUS TAX

Mon-Wed Pickup Special

LARGE
3-Topping Pizza
Not valid for delivery. Additional charge for Deep Dish.

Evolution of a scandal
The academic-athletic
scandal at UNC saw quite a
few new developments this
summer. See pg. 3 for story.
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Level:

1

2

3

4
Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

Solution to
7/24 puzzle

X-Men: Days of Future Past

The premise of the time
travel is simple: change the
past to change the future.
The clever plot is liberally sprinkled with metalmoving, mind-controlling,
portal-opening and general
power-wielding, all which is
superhero junkie jaw-dropping, yet none of which seems
excessive.
In addition to pure action,
the film contains enough
specific nods to the comics
to make super fans squeal,
but throughout, it has a plot
universal enough to appeal
to even the most uninitiated
Marvel neophyte.
The best X-Men to date,
“Days of Future Past” is clever, agile, action-packed and
really fun.

Drastic evolution has
never proven necessary for
moe., but perhaps it is dipping its toes into new waters
on this album.

Get your hot dog on
Sup Dogs opened its new
Franklin Street location
in June with a line out the
door. See pg. 4 for story.

The end of an era
John Woodard, the owner
of Sutton’s Drug Store, decided to close the shop’s pharmacy. See pg. 6 for story.

A new CPA season
Carolina Performing Arts
announced its fall season —
don’t miss Merle Haggard.
See pg. 15 for story.

Join The DTH business staff today!
We have paid staff and unpaid entry-level intern positions open. You’ll work in a fun
department with student managers, helping Tar Heels and clients! Interest and class
work in marketing or business is helpful but not required; we’ll train you.

Apply online at dailytarheel.com
Under the ‘About’ menu

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Outlaw
10 City on the Shatt al-Arab
river
15 Lady of the Lake’s gift
16 Web-footed animal
17 Term popularized by
physicist John Wheeler
18 Spring sound
19 Fully prepared
20 Alice’s chronicler
21 Italian nobleman
22 Presidential nickname
23 Member of a bygone
empire
24 23-Down competitor
25 Scottish John
26 Sketch
28 Club alternative
29 Heavy metal band with
the album “The Final
Frontier”
33 Convergence points
34 Some iPods
35 It fell in 2001
36 Heifetz
contemporary
37 Old school
38 BOLO
clarification,
perhaps
40 A, in Austria
41 Mass producer
42 16-symbol
system, for
short
43 Gets a C, say
45 TV musical
host in four
decades
47 Like a slim

chance, oddly
50 Egyptian signs of life
51 Latvian, for one
52 Unite by treaty
53 Family nicknames
54 Old Bethlehem sight
56 Coeur d’__
57 Where the wild things
are
58 Forbidden looks
59 Gestation period
Down
1 “Everybody Loves
Raymond” wife
2 Book inscription abbr.
3 Dream follower
4 Duel unit
5 Order member
6 “Take a Bow” Pop/R&B
singer
7 Test options, at times
8 Inducing a nod, perhaps
9 Breyers __ Cookies &
Cream

10 Beginning Cub Scout
11 “Tragedy is __ for the
living to gain wisdom”:
RFK
12 Smelly prank
13 Airport pickup
14 San MartÌn was its
liberator
23 “Home 4 the Holidays”
adoption sponsor
24 People
25 Advised of
27 Skin lotion brand
29 New parent’s complaint
30 Thinking
31 Making a proposal,
perhaps
32 Non-PC purchase
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33 Show off, in a way
36 O.T. book before Daniel
38 __ Starkey, longtime
drummer for The Who
39 Blues or Blue Jackets
41 Big shots
44 Beef cut
46 1985 Malkovich movie
47 Trifle (with), as an idea
48 ’80s sitcom title woman
49 Seat of Texas’ Smith
County
51 Realty ad abbr.
52 City near Des Moines
55 T size

